
Data Collection Worksheet

Please Note: The Data Collection Worksheet (DCW) is a tool to aid integration of a PhenX protocol into a
study. The PhenX DCW is not designed to be a data collection instrument. Investigators will need to
decide the best way to collect data for the PhenX protocol in their study. Variables captured in the DCW,
along with variable names and unique PhenX variable identifiers, are included in the PhenX Data
Dictionary (DD) files.

Lighting: the Neitz Test. must be given in a well-lit area, and the light must not
come from an incandescent source (regular light bulb). The test works properly
under light coming from a strong fluorescent source or a combination of natural
light (sunlight) and fluorescent light.

As shown in Figure 1, the Neitz Test presents a grid including one demonstration
item and eight test items, which consist of a gray-scale and color pattern. The
Neitz Test detects the two main classes of color blindness, red-green and blue-
yellow. The Neitz Test detects both subtypes of red-green color vision (deutan and
protan), and it can give an indication of the severity of red-green color blindness.

Each of the nine gray-scale and color patterns has a geometric shape embedded in
it. The test panel contains a vanishing-type, desaturated geometric shape against a
neutral background. A set of darker dots on each plate suggests an alternate shape
that serves as a distractor.

Below each pattern are five response options: a circle, a triangle, a square, a
diamond, and nothing. The examinee simply marks the option that represents
what he or she sees in the grey dot pattern. Alternatively, small children are
instructed to trace the shape they see in each panel with a pencil or crayon. The
manual provides scripted instructions for an investigator to use in administering
the protocol. The demonstration item is visible to even severely color-blind
individuals and is designed to make the instructions clear. Anyone who makes one
error or more on a test should be re-tested with different version of the form. The
scoring key is used to obtain the test results and to identify the possible type and
severity of the participants color vision deficiency.

Multiple versions of the test are available to facilitate group administration.
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